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Sportscards 
Superstore finds 
efficiencies 
creating imagery 
for online sales

Business Needs

Leading sports card vendor Burbank Sportscards – “The Sportscard Superstore” – has 40 million 

cards in stock covering all kinds of sports: baseball, football, hockey, basketball, golf, tennis, soccer, 

wrestling, even Pokemon–you name it, if the sport has cards, Burbank Sportscards carries them, 

whether vintage or modern. For owner Rob Veres, the fun thing about the business is the passion of 

their customers, such as sports-loving kids. “Kids across the country love to play sports. They want to 

emulate their favorite athletes and they also want to feel a connection by collecting trading 



Company Facts

Industry:

Retail sports cards
Locations:

Burbank, CA  
and on-line
Customers:

Worldwide
Inventory:

40 million
Monthly scanned throughput:

1 million+ cards

Customer Story:

Burbank Sportscards

“The biggest pain point 

selling on-line is images, 

period. For years, scanning 

cards was a nightmare.” 

—Rob Veres, Store Owner,  
"Burbank Sportscards"

cards as well.” And, many of those kids eventually grow up 
to become serious collectors or investors willing to spend 
thousands of dollars for the right card.

Burbank Sportscards is a family-owned business that started 
in the late ‘80s. In those days, customers looking to buy cards 
had to come to the store and physically dig through boxes and 
peruse showcases to find what they were looking for. In 1995 
they expanded to a second location, doubling their real estate 
footprint, before adding their third location in 2021. Today, they 
are now the world’s largest card emporium, offering more cards 
of all types than any of their competitors.

However, Burbank quickly realized the value proposition of on-
line sales on sites like eBay and today conducts a full 80% of 
their business on-line. Now, instead of serving the walk-in trade 
or a limited number of remote customers by mail, they were 
able to buy and sell cards to customers anywhere on the globe 
in locations as disparate as Australia to Finland.

However, according to Veres, going on-line introduced a new 
challenge: how to create high quality card images to offer them 
for sale. In order to create attractive card images that potential 
on-line customers can view on eBay or Burbank’s web site, they 
had to lay the card down on a flatbed scanner, scan it, then flip 
the card over, scan it again, then crop or adjust the image.

This was a huge time sink, considering the millions of cards they 
buy and sell every year. “The biggest pain point selling on-line 
is images, period. For years, scanning cards was a nightmare.” 
And as their volume increased, the problem only got worse.

Solution

Veres recounts that “New technology that I discovered from  
Ricoh changed that.” When he upgraded to their first Ricoh  
scanner, his staff was able to process a complete 1981 top set  
of 726 cards in only 14 minutes! Using their previous scanning  
platform, “it would have taken hours, if not all day, to scan.” 

And the quality? According to Veres, “It’s better than industry  
standard.” Which is crucial for on-line sales, since the card  
image has to be crisp and vivid in order to make the sale.

Another quality issue to consider is the card scanning process.  
While many card holders collect cards as part of their passion  
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for the sport, there are also collectors who are interested in cards  
as an investment. As a result, over time some cards may become  
extremely valuable, if not today, then a decade from now.  
Recently, a Mickey Mantle card made the news after selling for  
$12.6 million.

Burbank couldn’t risk cards being damaged by scanners that 
jam or wrinkle or fold them, because that could cost them a 
small fortune in lost value. Card images can’t be blurry or out-
of-focus and the imaging software must eliminate spots, glare 
or other defects which would make the cards less attractive, 
and less valuable, to discerning, on-line viewers.

The combination of Ricoh high-speed scanners and Burbank’s 
Kronocard 2 card management system from Kronozio, allows 
them to scan over a million individual cards per year, post 
them for sale on the web and realize a profit with just a few 
seconds of effort per card.

So, whether you’re passionate about a single player or team, 
or are a sports card flipper, investor or general collector, 
Burbank Sportscards can provide you exactly what you need, 
when you need it and where you need it, thanks, in part to 
Ricoh's state-of-the-art scanning platforms.

Recommended Products

fi-8170
• Quick, double-sided scanning speeds 

up to 70 cards per minute
• High capacity, scan up to 10,000 

cards per day
• Great for scanning raw cards and will 

work with some card sleeves
• Scans documents up to 7 mm

fi-8250
• Automatic document feeder scanner 

with flatbed
• Fast, double-sided scanning of up to 

50 cards per minute in feeder
• Letter-size flatbed scans fragile 

documents, books, cards and photos

ScanSnap SV600
• Unique overhead style, contactless 

scanner
• Scan around 250 cards per hour
• Three seconds scanning multiple cards 
• Great for scanning all types of cards 

including raw, sleeved, slabs

Learn how Ricoh helped Burbank Sportscards create high-quality images quickly and easily.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNvxvA-_S8U

